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For 2017 annual grant proposals are adjudicated and awarded by a national jury composed of six individuals from 
public, and private practice with academic credentials representing the Atlantic, Quebec, Ontario, Prairie, British 
Columbia regions and Canada’s north.  The Jury was Ed Versteeg, Joanne Proulx, John Zvonar, Nataša Juck Randall 
Sharp and Karen LeGresley Hamre.  The projects awarded were: 
 
Documentaires sur quelques architectes paysagistes pionniers du Canada 
Isabelle Giasson, AAPQ  et Steven Turcotte  
Recipient of the Gunter Schoch Bursary 
Grant $4,000 

Building upon their initial project, which began in 2016, this is the expansion of the documentaries from Quebec 
(phase 1) to include pioneers of the profession across Canada (phase 2).   

The Canadian Landscape Portfolio Initiative, Third Edition 
Jean Landry, AAPQ/FCSLA, MBA 
Landscape Architect | Photographer       
Grant $3,000 
 
The Canadian Landscape Portfolio Initiative (CLPI) is a described photographic set of collections composed of 
three editions that seek to illustrate Canada’s landscapes by exploring provinces and territories diversity through 
the eyes and written descriptions of CSLA’s member submissions.  The LACF jury felt that it was particularly 
important to complete the CLPI in time for the 2017 Summit to be held in Montreal in October 2017 and look 
forward to its publication. 
 
Kateri Healing Gardens, Kahnawake, QC;  
Rick Moore,  FCSLA         
Grant $5,000 
 
Landscape architects and First Nations people have mutual respect for the natural environment. This proposal is a 
small step to bring our abilities and thoughts together to create the First Nations Kateri Healing Gardens. 
 
Examining the Influence of Landscape on the Health and Well-being of Residents and Staff in Long-Term Care 
Homes;  
Peggy Chi, OALA, CSLA    
Grant $5,000 
 
In 2015, Ontario announced a 10-year plan to redevelop 300 long-term care homes – almost half of the current 
total – thus, creating an opportunity to integrate landscape to promote health and well-being (health). This 
proposal seeks is to examine the relationships between the landscape characteristics and the health outcomes of 
residents (living with and without dementia) and nursing staff.  
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Winter Bikeability  
Erika Bullock; Master’s Candidate at University of Guelph    
Grant $1,500 
 
The proposed course of study will explore the concept of winter bikeability and how it can be increased in Toronto 
with improved streetscape design.   
 
Using the geodesign process to communicate the benefits of bioswales in urban stormwater;   
Adele Pierre, Master’s candidate, University of Guelph   
Grant $1,500 
 
Bioswales can be an integral part of street design and stormwater management to, slow down clean and absorb 
surface runoff.   
 
By December  of 2017 all grant projects had been completed except for the second phase of the documentary of 
landscape professionals.  All projects from prior years grants had also been finalized and paid out.  There were 
numerous articles from the grants which have been published in Landscapes/Paysages, Ground and other trade 
magazines.  
 
In October of 2017 the Grants Committee expanded to assist with the development of the scholarship policies, this 
work is ongoing.   
 
 
 
Grants and Scholarship Committee 
Ed Veersteg, Karen LeGresley Hamre, Sara Jane Gruetzner and Ron Middleton 
Chair, Faye Langmaid 
  
	    


